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Abstract
Computer simulations using Cellular Au-
tomata (CA) have been applied with considerable
success in different scientific areas, such as chem-
istry, biochemistry, economy, physics, etc. In this
work we use CA in order to specify and imple-
ment a simulation model that allows to investi-
gate behavioral dynamics for pedestrians in an
emergency evacuation. In particular, we will con-
centrate on those cases that involve the forced
evacuation of a large number of people due to the
threat of the fire, within a building with a spe-
cific number of exits. The work includes a brief
introduction to the main concepts of CA that
were considered for implementing the simulation
model. As support of the model, a new simula-
tion system named EVAC is presented which al-
lows to design, construct, execute, visualize and
analyze different configurations of the building to
be evacuated. The experimental work allows to
identify important safety aspects to be consid-
ered at the time of designing a building, to detect
the strengths of the CA approach when used as
simulation tool and to suggest possible extensions
that would allow to represent some particularities
of the problem in a more suitable way.
Keywords: Computer Simulation, Cellular
Automata, Behavioral dynamics for pedestrians,
Building Evacuation.
1 Introduction
Shopping centers, schools and dance halls are
some examples of buildings commonly used in
different daily activities that involve the meet-
ing of a large number of people within a closed
area. The designers of these types of building
usually attempt to maximize the productivity of
the available space, but also it is necessary to
consider a suitable planning for assuring people
safety when an unusual behavior of the crowd oc-
curs. One of the most frequent causes of this kind
of behavior is the emergency evacuation due to
the threat of fire. In such situation, a closed area,
with a relatively small number of fixed exits, must
be evacuated for a large number of people.
In the last years, the interest in models of emer-
gency evacuation processes and pedestrian dy-
namics has increased. Models used for evaluating
the evacuation processes can broadly be catego-
rized in microscopic and macroscopic approaches.
The macroscopic approaches are based on differ-
ential equations that take into account the sim-
ilarities with systems previously studied like dy-
namics of fluids. They are considered as black
boxes because they do not allow to analyze its in-
ternal procedures. On the other hand, the micro-
scopic approaches allow to consider how the sys-
tem state evolves during the model running. In
this context, the importance of simulation mod-
els for pedestrian dynamics in emergency evacua-
tions is out of discussion. Experimental research
in the real world has ethical, financial and logical
limitations; furthermore, an evacuation exercise
also exhibits some of the risks that we could find
in a real evacuation. The simulation allows to
specify different scenes with a large number of
people and environmental features, making eas-
ier the study of the complex behaviors that arise
when the people interact.
The cellular automata (CA) are discrete dy-
namic systems that offer an appealing alterna-
tive to deal with this kind of situations due to
their capacity to develop complex behaviors from
a simple set of rules. Basically, these rules allow
to specify the new state of a cell based on the
state of the neighboring cells. In this way, it is
possible to model complex dynamic systems from
the specification of the local dynamics of its com-
ponents. A further advantage of these systems
is the support usually provided for displaying the
results in a graphical way, allowing an easier com-
prehension of the dynamics of the system under
study.
When used as simulation tools, the CA have
demonstrated to be very useful at the time of
constructing artificial scenes, mainly in those do-
mains where other approaches are not suitable.
Taking into account the previous aspects we
decided to use the CA as basis of our simulation
model and to investigate the pedestrian dynamics
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in emergency situations. In particular, we con-
centrate on those cases that involve the forced
evacuation of a large number of people due to the
threat of the fire, within a building with a specific
number of exits.
This work has the following objectives:
• To analyze the strengths and limitations of
AC for modeling this type of domains.
• To present a simulation tool that allows to
design, construct, execute, visualize and an-
alyze different configurations of the building
to be evacuated.
• To evaluate the performance of forced evac-
uation under different fire conditions. This
evaluation is important to achieve a better
understanding of the evacuation process and
this way, to identify relevant aspects to be
considered in the design of new buildings.
In section 2 we include a brief introduction to
the main concepts of the AC that were used in
the simulation model presented in section 3. In
section 4 we describe our experimental work with
different instances of the problem at hand and re-
port the performance analysis of each case. This
section also includes a few commentaries on the
operation of the EVAC simulation system that
supports the proposed model. Finally, the sec-
tion 5 discusses the strengths and limitations of
our approach and possible future extensions.
2 Cellular Automata
The Cellular Automata (CA) arose as result of
the joint work of John Von Neumann and Stanis-
law Ulam in studies related to machines with
auto-replication capabilities. These systems re-
ceived special attention when Jhon H. Conway
proposed in 1970 an automaton known as the
game of life and later popularized by Martin
Gardner in an article of Scientific American.
Since then the CA have grown in popularity
within of the scientific community and some re-
searchers have even claimed that the CA repre-
sent a possible new paradigm of the physics field
named Digital Mechanics.
The CA are mathematical systems with dis-
crete values in space, time and state. In addition
to have auto-replication and universal computa-
tion capabilities, the CA can generate extreme
ordered behaviors from a total disorder (auto-
organization effects). This last property plays a
very important role at the time of explaining cer-
tain kind of behaviors observed in physical and
biological phenomena [1, 2]. The CA have been
used to create digital models of physics universes
that simulate different phenomena as chemical re-
actions, diffusion processes, hydrodynamic, me-
chanic, filtration, chaos theory and others. On
the other hand, some elemental organisms obey
simple local rules that can be described in a direct
way by means of CA.
With respect to the structure of a cellular au-
tomaton it can be considered as a dynamic sys-
tem that represents a grid of locally connected
finite automata [3]. Each automaton produces an
output from several inputs, modifying its state
in this process by means of a transition function.
The state of a cell of a cellular automaton in a
particular generation only depends of the states
of its neighboring cells and the state the cell had
in the previous generation.
At the moment, it does not exist an universal
consensus about the terminology and definitions
related to the CA. For this reason, we will intro-
duce some elemental concepts that will help the
reader to a better understanding of this work. In-
tuitively, we will consider a cellular automaton as
a system composed by a array of cells A. Each cell
ci in A represents a finite automaton with a set
of states Q, an input alphabet Σ and a transition
function δ : Q × Σ → Q. A particularity of this
automaton is that the input alphabet Σ is given
by all the possible combination of the cell states
of the adjacent (neighboring) cells. If we denote
N−ci to the set of cells that we will consider as
neighbor of an arbitrary cell ci, and |N−ci | = n
is the number of adjacent cells, then the input al-
phabet will be Σ ≡ Qn. Usually, a cell ci and its
adjacent cells are all together considered and rep-
resented as a unique set N = {ci}∪N−ci which is
referenced as the neighborhood. It is important to
emphasize that each cell has a copy of the struc-
ture of the finite automaton, but the initial state
of each cell could be different.
We can now to define a Cellular Automaton as
a 4-tuple M = 〈A,Q, δ,N〉 where:
• A is a D-dimensional array, and each compo-
nent (cell of the array) has associated a finite
automaton.
• Q is a finite set of states (of the automaton)
of a cell
• N is the specification of which cells are in-
cluded in a neighborhood, N ≡ {ci} ∪N−ci
such that N−ci are the adjacent cells to ci.
• Let Σ ≡ Qn where n = |N−ci | is the number
of adjacent cells to ci. The transition func-
tion of states, δ : Q × Σ → Q, is a mapping
such that if qi ∈ Q is the state of the cell ci
in the time t and qi+1, qi+2, . . . , qi+n ∈ Σ are
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the states of the adjacent cells1 to ci, and
δ(qi, qi+1, qi+2, . . . , qi+n) = q′i
then q′i denotes the state of ci in the time
t+ 1.
It is usual to refer to the cell ci under consid-
eration as the “central cell” or “cell 0” and to
enumerate as “neighbor 1”, . . ., “neighbor n” the
adjacent cells to ci. The δ function is usually rep-
resented in tabular form with |Q|n+1 rules:
δ(qi, qi+1, qi+2, . . . , qi+n)→ q′i
where qi, qi+1, qi+2, . . . , qi+n are the states of the
central cell and its neighbors at the time t and q′i
is the state of the central cell at the time t + 1.
In some cases, it is possible to specify probabilis-
tic transition rules, where an arbitrary probabil-
ity p can be associated to a transition rule. The
semantic of this kind of rules establishes that, al-
ways that a cell matches the configuration of the
specified neighborhood in a probabilistic rule, the
cell will have at time t+1 the new state specified
in such rule with probability p.
Example: the term Elementary Cellular Au-
tomaton(ECA) refers to a class of CA that were
carefully studied by Stephen Wolfran. An ECA
is composed by a one-dimensional array A, where
each cell of the array can be in one of two pos-
sible states ( Q = {0, 1}), and the neighborhood
is defined as N = {ci−1, ci, ci+1}. Since |N | = 3,
δ will have 23 = 8 possible transition rules. Be-
low, we show the specification2 of some rules of
an ECA proposed by Stephen Wolfran:
1. If a cell at the time t is inactive (0), is acti-
vated at the time t+1 if some of the adjacent
cells (left or right) is active (1).
2. An active cell at the time t, is turned inactive
at the time t+1 if its adjacent cells are both
actives or both inactives.
3. In other case a cell preserve its previous
state.
Figure 1: Graphical representation of the rules.
1According to N−ci .
2We specify the rules in an informal way in order
to achieve a more comprehensive reading. Neverthe-
less, it has to be observed that each one of these rules
specified in natural language can represent several rules
δ(qi, qi+1, qi+2)→ q′i.
In Figure 1 a graphical representation of these
transition rules is presented. In Figure 2 the evo-
lution of this ECA is shown. It is interesting to
observe that the fractal generated in this case cor-
responds to the “Sierpinski’s triangle”.
Figure 2: Evolution of an ECA.
3 Model Description
Problem solving related to activities in the real
world is usually handled with simulation models,
which are created to reflect the main features of
the real system under consideration. Below, we
describe the main features of our proposed model
which is based on a CA approach.
Cellular Space: it is a finite bi-dimensional ar-
ray (grid) with closed boundaries. Each cell of
the cellular space represents a 40 × 40 centime-
ters square.3 The dimensions of the cellular space
are specified in meters. So, one grid of 10 × 10
meters will contain 25 cells by side (Figure 3).
States: a cell can be in one of the states of the
set Q = {W,E,P,O, S, SF, PS, PSF} where:
W : External wall cell. SF : Cell with smoke and fire.
E : Empty cell. PS : Cell with a person
P : Cell with a person. and smoke.
O : Internal obstacle cell. PSF : Cell with a person,
S : Cell with smoke. smoke and fire.
Figure 3: Cellular space of 10 × 10 meters.
Neighborhood: the neighborhood considered in
the model is Moore’s Neighborhood (Figure 4),
that includes the eight cells surrounding the cen-
tral cell. With this choice we aim to provide to
each individual in the system with all possible
movement directions.
3This is the space usually occupied by a person in a
crowd with maximal density [4, 5, 6].
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Initial Configuration: before the simulation
starts it must be specified diverse information re-
lated to the outer walls, inner obstacles, individ-
uals, combustible locations, cell with fire and ar-
rangement of the exits. In EVAC this task can
be realized by means of its graphical interface.
Figure 4: Moore’s Neighborhood
Virtual clock: taking into account recent stud-
ies [4, 6, 7], an updating time of 0.3 seconds by
time step was specified for our model. This value
is the estimated time required by a pedestrian for
walking 0.4 meter (size of a cell side).
Model Evolution Rules:
1. Rules about the building: a cell in state W
or O (outer wall or obstacle) will not change
its state throughout the simulation.
2. Rules about smoke propagation: a cell with
smoke4 in time t, also will have smoke in time
t+1. If at time t the central cell does not have
smoke, but some of its adjacent cells have
smoke, the central cell also will have smoke at
time t+1 with a probability proportional to
the number of adjacent cells with smoke. For
example, in Figure 5 the central cell (marked
with a X) has four adjacent cells with smoke
on a total of eight adjacent cells. In this case,
the central cell will have smoke in the next
time step with probability 12 .
3. Rules about fire propagation: these rules are
analogous to the rules for smoke propagation.
However, they incorporate an additional con-
straint: a non-zero combustion level of the
cell is required.
4. Rules about the people motion: a cell with-
out people will have a person in the follow-
ing cycle if a) at least one adjacent cell con-
tains an individual and b) the distance from
the cell under consideration to an exit is less
than the distance from the cell occupied by
the individual to the exit. In other cases, the
cell does not change its state. Other aspects
related to the people motion are described in
subsection 3.1.
4In one of the following states: S, SF , PS or PSF .
Figure 5: Probability of smoke propagation.
3.1 People motion
Two important aspects must be considered when
simulating the movement of people: a) estimation
of distances from the cells to an exit and b) han-
dling of collisions between individuals. For the
first problem, the Dijkstra’s algorithm was used.
This algorithm solves the single-source shortest-
paths problem on a weighted graph [8]. The cel-
lular space is considered as a graph, where each
cell represents a node and all the edges connecting
adjacent cells have weight 1. Cells with state W
(wall) or O (obstacle) are not considered to build
the graph.5 If the building have more than one
exit, the distance computation take into account
the exit nearest to the cell (see Fig. 6).
Figure 6: Estimation of distances to the exits.
The handling of collisions between the individu-
als, is one of the most common problems faced
in pedestrian dynamics. The conflict arises when
two or more people simultaneously attempt to oc-
cupy the same physical location belonging to an
exit way. To solve this aspect, we changed the
approach commonly used in other works. Instead
of being the pedestrian who decides which cell to
move, the current cell6 is in charge of choosing
between the people in the adjacent cells, which
pedestrian will move to the cell.
The obvious question is: Which are the criteria
used by the cell in order to select the pedestrian
to move in? The process that we used for solving
this point is the following: a) any person in the
neighborhood whose distance to an exit is shorter
than the distance of the cell attempting to receive
an individual, will not be considered as candidate
5An individual can not cross a wall and therefore he
should surround the wall to reach the exit
6If the cell is in a state suitable to receive an individual.
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(see Figure 7). b) If more than one individual still
remains as candidate to occupy the cell, the one
with the minor number of damage points (param-
eter specified in the model) will be selected. c)
Finally, if the conflict persists, the person will be
selected at random.
Figure 7: Shadow cell will choose one person from
some cell O, because the cells with an X, are
located in a better location (nearer to exit.)
4 Experiments
The experiments were carried out with EVAC,
an integrated simulation system based on cellular
automata. EVAC is a system developed in Java
that allows the design and simulation of spatial
environments in an explicit way. EVAC simulator
offers a friendly graphical interface which can be
easily used by non expert users.
EVAC can be used in two different modes: edi-
tion mode and execution mode. In edition mode,
it is possible to create a new simulation model or
to modify an already existent model. The gen-
eral parameters can be set and the main features
of the building to be used during the simulation
can be graphically specified. In execution mode
in turn, an animation of the evacuation process
is displayed to the user using the model previ-
ously defined in the edition mode. This mode
also generates a report with statistical informa-
tion gathered during the simulation of the evac-
uation process. These facilities are introduced in
EVAC as useful tools that allow the user a better
comprehension, design and analysis of the study
case under consideration.
In each simulation step, EVAC performs an ex-
haustive updating of the cellular space, using at
this end, the evolution rules described in section
3. The cells of the CA are updated at random
with the purpose to avoid any sort of bias gener-
ated by the order in which the cells are updated.
The simulation finishes when all the people
have evacuated the building. With the purpose
of obtaining acceptable statistical data, the re-
sults shown below corresponds to the averaged
results of 100 independent replications of each ex-
periment. The corresponding confidence intervals
were obtained, for the mean evacuation time and
mean traveled distance per person to the exit.
The experiments conceptually were divided
into three groups, that correspond to each one of
the rows with environment configurations shown
in Figure 8. The first group of environments (A,
B, C andD) addressed those situations where one
single exit in the building to be evacuated exists,
varying the different occupation densities of the
environment (number of people) and the size of
the exit. With the group of environments E, F ,
G and H the influence of obstacles in the evacua-
tion process was analyzed. First, the presence of
an obstacle of great size was considered and then
this obstacle was divided into two smaller sepa-
rated obstacles. The last group of environments
represents different variants and combinations of
the two previous groups of experiments. In the
case of the environments I and J , they represent
the variants with two exits of the cases C and D.
The environments K and L locate the exit and
the people in opposite corners. In the first case,
the environment does not have divisions, leaving
clear the path to the exit; in the environment L,
on the other hand, a series of divisions force the
individuals to follow a sequence of walkways until
arriving to the exit.
Figure 8: Groups of Experiments.
4.1 Results and analysis
Table 1 summarizes the results obtained with the
three groups of experiments analyzed below.
4.1.1 First group of experiments
The results in this case confirm our intuition that
the evacuation times of the environment A would
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Size Mean Mean Mean trav.
Case Ind. of evac. evac. time distance
exit time per person per person
A 25 0.4 16.10 8.06-8.11 10.73-10.82
B 25 2 15.02 7.24-7.28 9.64-9.72
C 335 0.4 104.23 11.02-11.03 14.70-14.71
D 335 2 35.18 7.718-7.72 10.28-10.29
E 268 0.4 83,64 13.02-13.03 17.36-17.37
F 268 2 33,27 9.52-9.53 12.70-12.71
G 268 0.4 83,60 11.16-11.17 14.88-14.90
H 268 2 29,03 8.249-8.25 10.99-11.01
I 335 0.4 54,73 7.35-7.36 9.81-9.82
J 335 2 20,73 4.78-4.79 6.37-6.38
K 10 2 21,65 15.90-16.15 21.15-21.60
L 10 2 61,73 52.69-53.41 70.09-71.38
Table 1: Results of the experiments.
be greater than the required times for evacuating
the environment B which has an exit of greater
size. Nevertheless, an interesting result was the
decrease in the mean traveled distance in the envi-
ronment B regarding to the environment A. With
the help of the animation module, was possible to
determine that in A, the individuals move around
the exit until they leave the building and this be-
havior results in a greater traveled distance. In
the environment B, on the other hand, the ma-
jority of the individuals can access the exit in a
direct way due to its greater size. This behavior
will likely occur in a real evacuation, since it is
not usual that the individuals when do not have
direct access to an exit remain quiet in the same
place. An aspect to note is that the increment of
the exit size in the environmentB contributes to a
better performance but these improvements were
not significant. In order to analyze the hypothesis
that this behavior was caused by the low occupa-
tion density of the environment, the experiments
C and D were carried out.The results obtained
with these experiments show that the evacuation
time obtained in the environment D is less than
the half of the required in the environment C. As
we supposed, the main cause of this behavior is
the considerable increment in the number of indi-
viduals included in the model. Considering these
results we can infer that the size of the exits has
an important impact in the evacuation times only
in those cases in which the quantity of individuals
involved in the evacuation is significant, which re-
sembles the behavior observed in a real situation.
4.1.2 Second group of experiments
If we observe the results for the cases E and F
we can note an increment in the mean evacua-
tion times per person and mean traveled distance,
with respect to similar cases previously consid-
ered where the presence of obstacles has not been
considered (environments C and D). This incre-
ment is due to the need of the pedestrians for sur-
rounding the obstacle to arrive to the exit. We
have to note that although it is possible to ob-
serve a decrease of the total times of evacuation
of the environments E and F respect to the en-
vironments C and D, this result is originated by
a minor quantity of individuals in the environ-
ments E and F . The data obtained in the cases
G and H show that the differences are notori-
ous in the mean traveled distance as well as in
the mean evacuation time per person. These re-
sults can be justified by the fact that the pedestri-
ans do not need to surround the central obstacle
(like in E and F cases). An interesting result ob-
tained with this group of experiments arose from
comparing statistical data gathered with environ-
ments E and G. Little variation was observed in
the mean evacuation times due to a particular be-
havior produced near to the exit that we will de-
note as “bottle neck effect”. This occurs in those
situations where the crowd moves toward the exit
and the pedestrians gradually occupy the totally
of the exit zone. Due to the small size of the exit,
the only difference between both situations is de-
termined by the time in which the pedestrians
arrive and occupy totally the exit zone. In the
slower case (E), this event approximately occurs
in the middle of the evacuation process. So, we
can conclude respect to this point that if we do
not enlarge the exit size the only effect achieved
is a faster crowding near to the exit. Finally, it
is necessary to emphasize that a significant differ-
ence regarding to the prior situation was observed
in the mean evacuation times of the environments
F and H, due to a decrease in the impact of the
“bottle neck effect” motivated by the presence of
a larger exit.
4.1.3 Third group of experiments
The environments I and J are the result of incor-
porating a new exit in the opposite corner of the
already existing exit in the environments C and
D. By means of the visualization module pro-
vided by EVAC, it was possible to verify that in
the cases I and J , the individuals form two groups
of similar size and each group moves in direction
to the closer exit. As expected, in this case was
possible to observe an important decrease in all
measures respect to the C and D cases. Obvi-
ously these improvements can be attributed to
the modifications realized. Considering now the
cases K and L, it is direct to verify that in the
first case the evacuation times and mean trav-
eled distances obtained, are notably lower than
the values obtained with the second approach,
because in the last one the pedestrians have to
walk a larger distance.
When these groups of experiments were con-
cluded, we decided to obtain a more detailed view
of how important is the exit size and, at this
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end, we used the environment shown in figure 9
(left). In this case, the same environment was
used but different exit sizes were considered. As
expected, the evacuation time decreases when we
use a larger exit; however if we observe the results
obtained when we increment the number of exits
(cases I and J) we can infer that this last aspect
has a more important impact in the speedup of
the evacuation process.7.
Figure 9: Exit size vs. evacuation times.
5 Conclusions
In this work, we used Cellular Automata for de-
veloping and implementing a simulation model of
emergency evacuations due to the fire threat. In
order to implement the model, we presented the
EVAC system which allowed to analyze evacua-
tion processes with different building configura-
tions and experimental conditions. These studies
were intended to detect which modifications in
the design of buildings would improve the evacu-
ation processes.
In spite of the assumptions introduced for ob-
taining a more simple model, the CA resulted to
be very suitable tools for modeling this class of
problems achieving in many cases, results very
similar to those expected to occur in a real evac-
uation situation.
CA allowed to generate “local” and “uniform”
behaviors that resemble the dynamics observed
in real processes of fire and smoke propagation.
However, these local features are not suitable for
representing certain aspects of people behavior
that require a more global and differentiated per-
spective. At the present time we are developing
a hybrid model where the dynamics of fire and
smoke propagation are modeled by means of CA
and for simulating people behavior we are using
goal oriented intelligent agents [10].
At present, our model does not take into ac-
count structural dynamic changes that could oc-
cur during the evacuation process, for instance,
7The interested reader is encouraged to consult [9] in
order to obtain additional information about the EVAC
system and other experiments carried out by the authors.
the creation of a new exit as consequence of shat-
tering a window. In the future we will extend the
model for supporting this capability and besides
we will offer a parallel high performance simula-
tion model.
Finally, we believe that the EVAC system is a
good start point for analyzing and designing pre-
ventive safety policies and therefore, we suggest
to the interested reader to contact the authors to
obtain the Java source code of this system.
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